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Introduction: Smith Himself
A dense quilt of hundreds of scenes of public space in New York City, hand-made
esoteric animations, and intimate portraits, comprises Harry Smith’s feature-length color film,
Film No.18 Mahagonny, 1970-1980. Smith juxtaposed these scenes, mapped them out across
four film reels, and projected the reels simultaneously on four 16mm projectors. He calibrated
the reels and situated each projector so that on-screen the films appeared as a unified two-by-two
grid of interlocking imagery.
The hundreds of scenes shift minute-by-minute, creating a rhythmic, saturated
constellation of relations within the grid. On top of this fluttering pattern of scenes, Smith loudly
played the soundtrack of the 1956 Columbia recording of the Brecht-Weill opera, Rise and Fall
of the City of Mahagonny (1930).1 Smith created the four-reel work in tandem with the cabaretstyle opera score and German language libretto, fixing the film’s length exactly to the 2 hours
and 21 minutes of the opera. 2
Smith exquisitely controlled the scene relationships and transitions in connection to one
another and the scenes in the libretto; the quadrants of imagery convey control. Yet the overall
effect is poetic and flowing, without being overwrought. The film is abstract, has no narrative
arc, and many scenes repeat. The use of repetition makes the experience of watching the film
blur into memory even during the watching. But the film is not opaque; it is born of the patent
reality of the city, embracing both its dire straits and abundant frivolity.

Bertolt Brecht, Brecht On Theater: The Development of an Esthetic, ed. trans. John Willet; John Willet, Caspar
Neher, Brecht’s Designer (London and New York: Methuen, 1986), 38.
2 Brecht-Weill recording of Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny, translation of complete libretto and 1956
record insert; Rani Singh, curriculum vitae, Harry Smith Archives (accessed June 2018),
https://harrysmitharchives.com/curriculum-vitae/
1
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Mahagonny was screened six times in 1980 in a sixty-seat theater at the original
Anthology Film Archives in New York City. 3 Smith’s film begins with a title card that states the
film is based on analysis of the original Brecht-Weill Mahagonny opera and Duchamp’s
sculpture, The Bride Stripped Bare By Her Bachelors, Even, 1915-1923. Through their execution
of these seminal works, Brecht and Duchamp developed distinct theories and practice, both of
which had an outsized impact on twentieth century art, and on Smith himself. Brecht’s opera, so
wholly unconventional in its time, caused the biggest audience riots in theater history. 4
Duchamp’s sculpture, referred to herein by its secondary title, The Large Glass, also
revolutionary, exemplified his commitment to express the outcome of thought processes rather
than the visual experience. This thesis offers the first in-depth exploration of the interrelationship
between the film, the Brecht-Weill opera, and The Large Glass; a description of the opera and
sculpture follows.
The Brecht-Weill Mahagonny opera, first performed in 1930 in Leipzig, Germany,
parodies attempts to transgress the negative consequences of capitalistic culture.5 The opera
opens as the main protagonist, Leokadja Begbick, hoping to profit from the U.S. gold rush,
deems it more lucrative to profit from people rather than to hunt for gold. With that in mind, she
settles in a non-descript place called “Mahagonny,” meaning “City of Nets,” and establishes a
town that she advertises as an easygoing respite from stressful city life, a place where work is

Sherill Tippins, Inside the Dream Palace: The Life and Time of New York’s Legendary Chelsea Hotel (Boston,
New York: Houghton, Mifflin, Harcourt, 2013), 336; “Harry Smith’s Film No 18 Mahagonny Film
Screening, Symposium, and Performance,” Getty Research Institute, publication date, May 31, 2002.
https://www.getty.edu/research/exhibitions_events/events/mahagonny.html
4 Lenya Lotte, Kurt Weill’s Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny, (released on Philips and Columbia: 1956),
8.
5 David Drew, “The History of Mahagonny,” The Musical Times, vol. 104, no. 1439 (January, 1963): 18-19.
Brecht and Weill created a “short one-act chamber opera,” which premiered in 1927 in Baden-Baden,
Germany. It served as preparatory for the full-length version premiered in 1930 in Leipzig. The artists
edited subsequent versions.
3
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unnecessary.6 The settlement becomes popular among wanderers and yet, it has growing pains:
inhabitants start leaving out of boredom because they consider it too easy and plentiful. As the
city faces fiscal crisis, an oncoming hurricane threatens. In the fright, another central character
offers a plan for renewal: “let anything happen.” As the hurricane bypasses the city, the town
rebrands itself as a lawless sin city where indulgences are encouraged with abandon. Everything
is allowed except insolvency. Again, the inhabitants become over-satiated and bored. Death and
dilemma ensue: one character dies from overeating, another in a boxing match. When one
character cannot pay for his drinks, he is put on trial, sentenced to death, and electrocuted. The
opera ends as the entire city succumbs to self-annihilation and dissolves in flames.7
Duchamp’s The Large Glass, executed over several years 1915 – 1923, is a freestanding
sculpture that measures 109-1/4 inches x 70 in. x 3-3/8 inches. It is built of double-paned glass
framed in aluminum, with a horizontal aluminum beam dividing the piece equally. The entire
sculpture echoes a standard architectural window-cum-partition, and was designed to be affixed
to the floor and presented in the middle of the exhibition space.8 Directly affixed to and
sandwiched between the glass panes are a group of drawings; Duchamp named the upper
drawings the “Bride”, and those below, her “Bachelors.” He composed the drawings with lead
wire, oil paint, and pigment comprised of the dust Duchamp collected over lengthy process of
making the work. He rendered the Bride and Bachelors symbolically, as set of absurd machines
and rudimentary forms, rather than as naturalistic figures. As if the symbolic Bride and
Bachelors were captured mid-action, the artist notated their attempt to connect through machines

H.H. Stuckenschmidt, Kurt Weill’s Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny, (released on Philips and
Columbia: 1956), 11-15.
7 Bertolt Brecht, Kurt Weill’s Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny, trans. Guy Stern. (released on Philips
and Columbia: 1956), 15-32.
8 Arturo Schwartz, The Complete Works of Marcel Duchamp (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1970), 149. The
work is illustrated and discussed in detail below.
6
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that carry invisible traces gases and spills with traces of eruptions emitted from the host of forms.
A significant portion of the whole retains negative space, as see-through clear glass. Through
Duchamp’s sculpture, the viewer sees the room and other viewers, thereby complicating the
work’s subject and object.
This paper defines the impact of the original Brecht-Weill opera and Duchamp’s The
Large Glass on Smith’s approach to making a film in procedure, content, and presentation.
When analyzed through these two works, Smith’s film becomes a complex, two-pronged
appropriation, and more so, a continuation and abstracted translation of each of them. Tracing
the interrelationships of these works reveals the mythic, sculptural, and performative qualities
present in Smith’s film. I pay particular attention to Brecht’s developmental theories on
modernizing theater and the accidental shattering of The Large Glass.9 Smith renders
appropriation not as the recontextualization of fixed art objects, but rather as a ceremonial act
that continues to translate artworks and expand them, along with his film, beyond their presumed
borders.
If Harry Smith (1923 – 1991) is known at all, most identify the artist and anthropologist
with one or two isolated works. Of the relatively few familiar with the range of Smith’s work,
many opine that his myriad contributions together shifted twentieth century thought and culture
and continue to have an impact today.10 Smith was a groundbreaking music ethnologist who
released the influential compendium of song recordings, the Anthology of American Folk Music
in 1952. He was a progenitor of non-narrative film movement in California in the 1940s, and the

Schwartz, The Complete Works of Marcel Duchamp, 146.
Jonas Mekas, Movie Journal: The Rise of the New American Cinema 1959-71. NewYork: Collier Books, 1972.
Greil Marcus, Invisible Republic: Bob Dylan's Basement Tapes. New York: Henry Holt, 1997 as The Old Weird
America, The World of Bob Dylan’s Basemen Tapes, New York: Picador, revised second edition, 2010. Jonathan
Crane, “Ideal Cinema of Harry Smith,” in Underground U.S.A. Filmmaking Beyond the Hollywood Canon, Eds by
Xavier Mendik and Steven Jay Schneider, 2003.
9

10
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experimental film movement in New York in the following decades. He amassed renowned
collections, ranging from paper airplanes, to “trash,” gourds, string figures, Ukrainian painted
eggs, and Native American artifacts, some of the latter now held by the Smithsonian. 11 A
cantankerous figure, he often destroyed his art in the process of making. Smith demanded that all
of his work, the details of his life, and the communities he shook, be subject to change. His role
as an artist spans five decades, during which he also could be classified as an encyclopedic
autodidact and esotericist. His acumen encompassed multiple fields, including theosophy,
anthropology, telepathy, structuralism, kabbalah, and Beat poetry.
Smith was born in Washington State in 1923 to educated yet impoverished parents. His
mother worked as a teacher in Native American reservations. By the age of fifteen, he was
welcomed by isolated local native communities to such a degree that he attended, recorded, and
transcribed their private dance rituals.12 The desire to transcribe data and transmute information,
ideally to a wide audience, remained a central focus throughout his life. In the early 1940s, he
studied anthropology at the University of Washington while also working the nightshift for
Boeing as an airplane mechanic. In 1945, Smith moved to the Bay Area and quickly ingrained
himself in the Beat and the drug scenes, the latter of which he remained devoted to throughout
his life. He made intricate web-like paintings and murals that notated Bebop jazz music. Smith
may have been the first artist to photograph his paintings and project those images onto walls as
as discreet works. In California, he executed hand -painted abstract animations. In 1951, he was
awarded a Guggenheim fellowship to support his film work. With the funding at his sails, he
moved to New York, motivated by the chance to meet Marcel Duchamp and hear Thelonius

Jeff Place. Correspondent, curator and senior archivist at the Smithsonian email message to author, June
5, 2018.
12 John Szwed, “A Boy’s Life,” chapter from unpublished manuscript, last modified February 14, 2020,
Microsoft Word File, 32.
11
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Monk live, where he remained the rest of his life, except for a three-year period spent as shamanin-residence at Naropa Institute in Colorado. 13
The year after his arrival in New York City, Smith released the masterwork compilation,
Anthology of American Folk Music, culled from his collection of cast-off folk records, from the
first era of recordings ever released for commercial circulation, 1927 – 1932.14 Smith organized
the music through precise research on each track; departing from standards of the time, he
neglected all chronology or ethnic labels and organized the songs by theme. Greil Marcus and
Bob Dylan, among others, credit this compilation as the unrecognized groundwork for the
popularization of folk music in the 1960s.15 In the year of his death, 1991, Smith received a
Grammy award in lifetime achievement for the Anthology. Smith responded with a sentence-long
acceptance speech: “My dreams came true that I saw America changed through music,” and
added mischievously, “and all the rest of that stuff you are talking about.” In the words of Allen
Ginsberg who attended the event, “It was a beautiful speech because it very briefly said that he'd
lived long enough to see the philosophy of the homeless and the Negro and the minorities and
the impoverished—of which he was one, starving on the Bowery—alter the consciousness of
America sufficiently to affect the politics."16 For the next forty years, not only did Smith
continue to pursue his interest in music but he also devoted himself to collecting objects,
painting, filmmaking, and recording ambient sound, all the while, often on the brink of
homelessness.

13

Szwed, “Harry Smith in New York, The Anthropologist,” chapter from unpublished manuscript, last
modified March 6, 2021, Microsoft Word File, 5.
14 Robert Cantwell, When We Were Good: The Folk Revival. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1996), 213.
15 Greil Marcus, Old Weird America, The World of Bob Dylan’s Basement Tapes (New York: Picador, 2 nd ed. 2011),
86.
16 Allen Ginsberg, “Allen Ginsberg on Harry Smith,” from an interview with Hal Willner recorded June 1993 in
New York City in reissue of the Anthology of American Folks Music (Smithsonian Folkways Recordings,
Washington D.C., 1997), 59.
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Smith created his early abstract animation films without a camera, by painting directly on
each frame of film, influenced by non-narrative filmmakers such as Oskar Fischinger and Jordan
Belson. As his work progressed, Smith shared interests with additional movements in
experimental film, including Structuralist filmmakers who, through Minimalism, laid bare the
physical film material as content; practitioners of extreme form of cinéma-vérité such as Andy
Warhol; and Hermetic filmmakers such as Kenneth Anger and Bruce Connor, who favored
personal, esoteric approaches. Smith’s film work straddled and blended these opposing
approaches to experimental film. His work challenged the Structuralist’ purism and undid the
aura of the Hermeticists by including repetition, humor, and biology. Smith’s penchant for
meticulous precision paired with self-sabotage along with wide-ranging interests such as
anthropology, Surrealist automatism, visual translation of sound, and distortion of the projector,
fuse a practice that resists categorization.
Mahagonny has been analyzed in essays as it relates to Smith’s biography, practice in
alchemy, and contributions to the field of experimental film. 17 It has been treated as a ten-year
project that reveals cultural parallels between the fictional “City of Nets” in the Brecht’s opera
and the bohemian culture whose locus was the Chelsea Hotel, where Smith lived and executed
the film.18 In all of the published material about Mahagonny, however, an in-depth examination
of the meanings introduced by the title card remains absent. Smith’s title card states the
relationship to the Brecht-Weill opera and The Large Glass, yet these connections have only
been addressed in a loose, even cursory fashion, in which scholars draw only casual parallels,

Harry Smith: The Avant-Garde in the American Vernacular, ed. Andrew Perchuk and Rani Singh (Los
Angeles: Getty Research Institute, 2010). Singh, Rani, ed. Think of the Self Speaking (Seattle: Elbow/Cityful
Press, 1999). P. Adams Sitney, Visionary Film: The American Avant-Garde 1943-2000 (New York, Oxford
University Press, 1979; revised second edition 2002).
18 Sherill Tippins, Inside the Dream Palace; Jamie Sexton, “Alchemical Transformations: The Abstract Films of
Harry Smith.” Experimental Cinema, Issue 36 (July 2005).
17
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especially in relation to The Glass. The single exception is a captivating lecture in 2002 by David
Joselit at the Getty Research Institute. 19 In this lecture, Joselit discussed the mirrored quadrant
projections of the film as it relates to the two portions and two sides of The Large Glass. He
concludes that both art works erase customary subject-object relations. Yet he does not include
the original opera in his analysis. No studies to date have addressed all three works together,
especially in order to articulate the sculptural and theatrical quality inherent to Smith’s
Mahagonny, which is my purpose here.
This thesis incorporates examinations of the Brecht-Weill opera and Duchamp’s The
Large Glass as the basis for locating Smith’s overarching schema and the resulting operatic,
inscrutable film. I present three chapters that explore the nuanced themes that tie Smith’s Film
No. 18 Mahagonny to the Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny opera and The Large Glass.
By directing this study through one opera and one work of Duchamp, I argue that the film should
be understood as a particular language that ties the film to these two prior works. Smith’s use of
pattern within this vernacular reveals new meanings when examined from different angles. The
patterns repeat within the film and therefore the use of repetition is addressed throughout this
thesis, causing similar content to be reviewed in each chapter analysis. In this way, the study
reflects the film in so far as it is also repetitive.
Because the film is so dense, I devote the first chapter to describing the experience of the
film in detail. First, I present and dissect the multi-layered title card, which motivates this study
and begins the film. Then, I introduce the reader to the esthetic experience of the film by
describing the first four scenes in detail, in order to facilitate an understanding of hundreds of
transitions that follow. The chapter analyzes Smith’s use of the grid, specifically the changing
David Joselit, “Split Screens: Duchamp's Large Glass and Harry Smith's Mahagonny,” Symposium
Harry Smith Investigating Mahagonny, 2002, Getty Research Institute.
19
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orientations across the arc of the film. I present Smith’s editing techniques in relation to the
opera and sculpture. The alliance with these works necessitates discussion of the properties of
appropriation, illusion, documentation, and narrative. The chapter embraces Duchamp’s The
Large Glass as integral to the methodology of the film, though not necessarily apparent in its
visuals. Finally, the chapter stresses the celluloid film material as the structure for the quadrant
of films.
Chapter Two builds on the relationship between the three works in order to make the case
that Smith’s film revolves around Brecht’s pioneering concept of breaking the fourth wall.
Through the film, Smith addressed the elements of the auditorium: the screen, the sound, the
equipment, the audience, and even the artist. In doing so, he underscored these elements as part
of the screening apparatus, supported by ancillary details, such as unexecuted plans and related
paintings. These elements expose the connection to the opera through Brecht’s theories in
particular, and the sculpture’s physical and conceptual properties, detailing how both challenge
audience expectations. Both foundational works upended tradition, bringing their inner
operations to the foreground. Smith carried this impetus forward, by breaking the fourth wall in
new ways.
Chapter Three addresses the crosscurrents of failure, incompletion, and destruction that
connect the three works. The opera, the sculpture, and the film are tied together in the way they
house irresolution and open end-ness; these qualities doubly engender the cross-connection
between these works. The chaotic finale of the opera and the chance shattering of The Large
Glass direct this analysis of Smith’s film. I examine multiple techniques - repetition, passivity,
fluidity, absence, interruption, and absurd use of language - to support the comingling of the

9

three works. Through exploring these themes, I argue for the three artist’s related artistic and
communicative purposes.
Smith aimed for his Mahagonny film to transcend time and space and to be understood
by all cultures equally across time.20 As such, he employed elements invisible to the viewer—
palindromes and rhythms syncopated to the heartbeat and respiration—in order to structure his
film as a new vibratory language. These elements reiterate Smith’s attempt to communicate
widely and surpass tendencies within his proximate experimental film circles. In this study, I
therefore position Smith’s film as a language, in particular through its connection to the opera
and The Large Glass. Smith not only reuses art works to inspire creative output, but he also
carves out their modus operandi to access new processes, to which he does not always give direct
visual form. Instead, as he treats his own film, he reframes the works as agents for exploration
and instruction. Thus, he translated the artworks through Film No. 18, Mahagonny as a prism.
Just as the completion of The Large Glass came through its accidental shattering, and the opera
riots, Smith asks that the viewer of his work join him in the ongoing process of “breaking” the
film medium. In these breaks Smith commands film as a universally translatable language, meant
for the widest possible audience.

Stephen Hinton, “Musical Visions of Urbanity: Mahagonny as Conceived by Kurt Weill and Bertolt
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Chapter 1: Hall of Mirrors
Each film has its own language, and in the case of Mahagonny, the film presents a hybrid
language in extremis. This chapter posits that Harry Smith designed the film based on the
physical characteristics of celluloid film material itself, thereby melding the medium with the
content. I describe the dense visual experience of the film and the overall structure of its fulllength four-reel grid presentation. I place specific focus on Smith’s use of the on-screen two-bytwo grid, which creates opportunities for mirroring and repetition of imagery, calling attention to
the physical characteristics of film reels and their inherent reproducibility. Smith’s formal
language reveals several aspects that are key to the conceptual nature of Mahagonny, including
the intertwined use of appropriation, illusion, documentation, and narrative. This chapter will
first give an overview of the film and then analyze the title card that introduces it. Next, an indepth review of the first four scenes establishes the film's structure and tempo, which include
hundreds of scene changes and image combinations. The properties contained within the film set
the foundation for understanding how Smith’s material concerns expand beyond the screen, as
discussed in the following chapters.
Filmed and edited over ten years, Smith’s Mahagonny includes staged scenes, handmade
experimental animations, and documentary passages of New York City in the 1970s; each type
revolves throughout the film, providing a sweeping, rich quilt of imagery overloading the viewer
with parallel actualities. Examples include: Chelsea Hotel denizens in capes enacting movements
suggesting ritual; disembodied hands scraping in and smoothing out designs into colored sand,
sensually pouring paint, and constructing string figures; and mirrored projections of Central Park
and Times Square. Smith over-exposed some scenes, staged and sped up others, all while
interlacing them with blank black pauses and the experimental animations. The film creates a
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visual experience that is lush, undulating, and lyrical, at times pairing surprisingly well with its
chosen soundtrack recording of the Brecht-Weill opera with its accompanying anachronistic,
jarring, raucous, cabaret-style score.
The planning and organization for the full-length film composed of four reels, each with
hundreds of sequences, carefully mapped the overall experience of the film. Smith organized
each scene in one of four categories, Portrait, Animation, Scene, or Nature, and ordered these
categories by using a 47-character palindrome, which repeats approximately five times across the
film over 240 scenes. Smith utilized the two-by-two film grid by composing three visual
arrangements: horizontally mirrored scenes, contrasting scenes, and vertically repeating scenes. 21
Each of the three arrangements loosely aligns with each of three acts of the Brecht-Weill opera;
therefore, each grid arrangement lasts about one-third of the entire film. Even though each
orientation generally follows the acts of the original opera, the images and the arrangements are
not rigid and they flow into one another. In this way, the film mapping avoids the formulaic and
retains mystery.
In addition to the four scene categories and the three orientations, the title card introduces
the film as a set of referential layers. In silence, the film begins with large bold white text over a
black background reads: "being a mathematical analysis of Marcel Duchamp's 'La Mariée mis à
nu par ses célibataires, même' expressed in terms of Kurt Weill's score for 'Aufstieg und Fall der
Stadt Mahagonny' with contrapuntal images (not necessarily in order) derived from Brecht's
libretto for the latter work" (Figure 1). The two foreign language works mentioned in the title
translate as The Bride Stripped Bare By Her Bachelors, Even (1915-1923) referring to the
sculpture by Marcel Duchamp and The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny, referring to the
21
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original 1930 Mahagonny opera. The title card, usually meant to orient the viewer, instead
disorients, with an introductory rhetorical flourish in which five languages are present: English,
French, German, mathematical, and operatic. English, French, and German are literal languages;
mathematical and operatic are structural languages. Within this framework, "contrapuntal
images" can be treated as Smith’s sixth conceptual language. Contrapuntal, as defined in music,
is two or more independent melodic lines; in Smith's film, I propose that images operate as one
melody and the score another.22 “Not necessarily in order,” as Smith also stated in the title card,
however, contradicts his use of contrapuntal by avoiding said logic of the latter. Through the
strategy of multiplicity, the title card thus reflects the film itself. The grid of images provides
multiple coexisting visual “melodies” throughout the film so that viewers may understand
passages in relation to one another. In addition, by referencing two seemingly unrelated interwar
artworks, along with multiple languages, and further, by withholding English translation, Smith
prevents comprehension and exposes the viewer to a wide array of associations. The viewer,
primed to look for clues and orientation, instead meets a confusing array of references.
Mahagonny presents multiple narratives visually, aurally, and textually through the title card, to
inflect meaning and to buoy Smith’s symbolic language, through contrast, translation, and
connection.
Close analysis of the first four scenes introduces the reader to the style and tempo of the
film as well as the conceptual richness of each scene, setting the stage for the hundreds that
follow. The film commences as the opera soundtrack begins with a brooding orchestral march
featuring jerky horns and strings. In the first scene, an expansive city skyline appears, silhouetted
by the last bit of daylight. The silhouetted city, viewed through an out-of-focus chain-link fence,
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seems to melt into the lower half of the screen, which remains black. The point of view remains
fixed, with a skyscraper at center, as the crimson sunset slowly fades to amethyst (Figure 2). In
the background, traffic races far below the skyscraper; pairs of car headlights move in time with
each other, yet in opposite directions, perfectly mirrored. These oddly simultaneous traffic
movements induce the viewer to examine the scene closely. Initially appearing as one building in
the foreground of a unified nightscape, the central skyscraper image is actually derived from two
separate projectors. Smith took footage of half of a skyscraper, framed so that the vertical edge
of the frame crops the central axis of the building. He then copied this footage and flipped one of
the copies horizontally creating the illusion of one central skyscraper at center, with the lower
two quadrants left blank.
The illusionary trick, present only in this first scene, initiates the viewer to Smith’s deft
exploitation of film medium while also taking advantage of the symmetry inherent in
architecture and gridded streetscapes. Further, Smith establishes the illusion that the grid of
images looks as if it is derived from only one projector and one reel. As the sunset recedes, the
sky grows dark and the diminishing light vignettes around the frame. The darkening of the
perimeters of both images ends the illusion of a single skyscraper in the middle. Each frame
separates and the dual images dissemble from false cohesion. As the sun sets, the images
resemble a set of glowing orbs or anthropomorphized eyes, thereby suggesting the lit city was a
unified landscape, like a mask, an illusion (Figure 3).
As the introductory opera overture slows, the second scene replaces the cityscape with
several liquor bottles placed in a line on their side atop a red and green surface (Figure 4). The
camera pans overhead so that the bottles appear as if on a conveyer belt; Smith uses the panning
operation to create another illusion. Also arranged as a mirrored symmetry, the traveling bottles,
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resting on their side, move inward toward the central vertical seam and melt into one another at
the center, while the lower two quadrants remain empty. The hypnotic flow of bottles renders
them into an effortless pattern. Unlike the stationary skyscraper, the movement in this scene
encourages the viewer to get lost in the seam where objects dissolve into one another. The seam
calls attention to both the edges of the images and the scroll-like quality of film. The bottles also
represent the central theme of hedonism in Brecht’s original opera, and the conveyor belt rhythm
alludes to mechanization similar to the procedures depicted in Duchamp’s The Large Glass. The
following chapters elaborate on these relationships.
As the first recitative begins, in the opera three fugitives converse in German about their
destination; meanwhile on screen, the third scene shows a woman in a brown dress, hanging her
head, hair draped over her face, and repeatedly crouching, standing, and falling with an expanse
of red brick wall as background (Figure 5). Again, Smith copies the sequence and mirrors the
pair across the top two quadrants of the grid, with the lower two quadrants remaining blank.
Rather than a unified image or flowing pattern, this scene simply contains the woman, moving
up and down, repeated in each frame. In his notes, Smith labeled this scene “Rosebud Falling
and Rising on Roof.” In labeling the scene in this way, Smith directly refers to and inverts the
complete title of the opera, The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny.23 Both the scene title
and the movement of the woman show how the opera score is neither background nor mere
juxtaposition to the film but intrinsic to the choreography and scene formulation.
The fourth scene, a vertical upward pan, repeated in the top quadrants of the grid, shows
a collection of stacked objects: a record player, statue, and lampshade with tassels (Figures 6-7).
In his notes, Smith titled this scene "Pan of Robert's 'construct' ceiling to phonograph." 24 This
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"construct" refers to a sculptural arrangement by the artist Robert Mapplethorpe comprised of
found and domestic objects. The slow pan reveals a work that appears to be both temporary, as it
is stacked, and partially functional, as it includes both record player and lamp. By capturing
another artist’s work of art, similar to reusing the original opera as soundtrack, Smith posits
questions about the importance of including outside art practices within his own and deftly points
out the thin line between documentation and appropriation. Smith emphasizes the importance of
the environment by including both the floor and the ceiling in his pan, thereby framing the art
object. In the first few minutes of the film, these initial four scenes present formal density and
initiate the viewer to the mesmerizing, mirrored reels. Smith therefore uses these initial scenes to
communicate appropriation, illusion, documentation, and narrative as the interrelated as the
concepts that govern the film.
From here, the scene transitions continue to shift in a relatively consistent tempo, most
about one minute long, with some varying from seconds to over two minutes, often loosely cued
by shifts in the music.25 After the initial four scenes, the bottom two quadrants, formerly blank,
begin to contain images. Throughout the remainder of the film, blank screens intermittently
interlace with the grid of four images, offering breaks from the density of information. The grid
allows Smith to adhere staged scenes to simple, uncomplicated, candid captures of frantic traffic,
suited men eating, and passers-by staring at restaurant menus posted to storefronts (Figures 8–
11). Individuals perform for the screen, sometimes mirrored in two quadrants while butting up
against quotidian shots of the city in the other two quadrants. Smith avoids monotony: the viewer
is absorbed by a constant rhythm of changing scenes, grid arrangements, and varied scene types.
Smith’s interventions express his control of the material: he speeds up and slows down some
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scenes, overexposes others, and orients the camera at a diagonal in others. He layers images,
blurring their individual relevance so as to render disparate imagery equivalent. Images meld into
patterns fanning out like a deck of cards framed by the narrative highs and lows of the opera.
Mahagonny exemplifies a fundamental through-line of Smith's fifty-year film practice:
planning through complex structures to allow the act of making to occur within systematic
parameters. Smith often referred to the structures at the foundation of his film practice. In 1965,
he stated that his film designs are inspired by and work in concert with biological rhythms:
All these works have been organized in specific patterns derived from the
interlocking beats of the respiration, the heart and the EEG Alpha component and
should be observed together in order, or not at all, for they are valuable works,
works that will live forever – they made me gray.26
Such a structure may at first seem unrelated to Mahagonny; however, due to the formal qualities
resulting from the image sequencing and mirroring, Mahagonny does build on “patterns” such as
the liquor bottles flowing into one another and the woman rising and falling repeatedly. Further,
all four film reels are seen "together in order…or not at all," because the grid arrangement
mandates the constant confluence of images. "Interlocking" also occurs throughout the entire
film. The four quadrants never change all at once; every new scene overlaps with an ongoing
scene. This interlocking allows the image from the previous set to take on new meaning with the
context of its newly paired images. Creating an organizational system and linking the scene
changes in this way, Smith deftly allows for the malleability of meaning in each image.
For Mahagonny, Smith designed the most complex film organization strategy of his film
production. He created the film structure from more than thirteen hundred sequences for his
aforementioned four distinct types of film imagery: Portrait, Animation, Scene, and Nature. 27 He
devised a lengthy palindrome to organize the scene types using the first letter of each: P for
26
27
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Portrait, A for Animation, S for Scene, and N for Nature. The palindrome hinged on Nature and
reads: PASAPASNAPASAPANSAPASAPNPASAPASNAPASAPANSAPASAP. 28 Smith
planned the whole in detailed charts and scrolls, at least 120 of the former and one of the latter is
nearly ten feet long, these scrolls mapped out hundreds of the four image categories in relation to
their timing and placement within the film and the opera score (Figures 12-13).29 By structuring
the sequences within the film as a palindrome, a mirrored symmetrical structure, Smith created a
planning structure that reflects what appears on the screen: mirrored images, repetition, and
patterns. In other words, the palindrome is not legible through the film, yet the grid provides
mirroring, making the palindrome device visually implicit on the screen. Not included in the
palindrome are the blank black frames whose visual pauses comprise about one-sixth of the
whole film. In his notes and interviews, Smith does not explain these breaks, but esthetically they
provide a welcome refrain from the rotation on screen. Smith’s palindrome system drives the
film like a machine, like an algorithm, alluding to the repeated rhythms and melodies in the
original opera.
The four scene types ground the overall pattern and each has individual characteristics. In
the Portrait category, Smith often created purposeful set-ups and some candid captures. He posed
people he knew, often bohemian friends from the Chelsea Hotel, where Smith lived, usually
alone centered in the frame, or choreographed in groups. Some examples include stationary shots
of artists such as Patti Smith plainly staring into the camera; scenes of women dancing or
applying makeup; couples playfully arguing; Allen Ginsberg reading; and groups donning capes
(Figures 14-21). The people in the Portraits perform, make string figures, play dress up, chew,
smoke, fall, and kiss. Some scenes evoke impromptu intimacy, but more often, the subjects in the
Khem Caigan, Interview, July 21, 2017.
Analysis of Getty Research Institute collection; Author’s email exchange with Rani Singh, October 21,
2020.
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Portraits seem to assume roles and play directly to the camera. In doing so, the staged Portraits
tie them to the reprobate characters in the opera. Because Smith includes wide-ranging activities,
it is as if he, as an anthropologist, is cataloging human behavior. From this perspective, the
Portraits are portrayals; they index human actions. This scientific interpretation ties the Portraits
to The Large Glass’ reduction of sexual conquest to a diagram.
In contrast to the staged Portrait sequences, the Scene and Nature categories display
candid passages of accessible public spaces in New York City (Figures 22 – 27). In the Scene
category, Smith gave breadth to the everyday urban environment: corner newspaper vendors,
piles of garbage, flower sellers, lines of people, and storefronts. For Nature, Smith focused on
recognizable views of Central Park and the East River but also more mundane abstract views of
trees, rocks, pinecones, and snow that lack a sense of place. In his notes, Smith labeled the Scene
and Nature sequences with attributes based on changing conditions, such as melting snow. He
also altered shot techniques, including lighting, angle, and speed of the shots.
These descriptive details announce Smith’s rigorous probing into experimentation with
the medium. The film also exhibits the artist’s use of film conventions and how to break them.
He shot several scenes of 42nd street diagonally so that, when placed into the grid, the mirrored
horizontal pair portrays street traffic pouring into and out of a dramatic X shape, notably at odds
with all the other shots filmed with a traditional horizon line (Figure 28). Several Nature scenes
in Central Park are over-exposed (Figure 29). Each of these unconventional takes shows Smith
manipulating and notating the possibilities of the medium, charting its nuances, thereby calling
attention to the medium's specificities, customs, and restraints.
The final, most complex category, Animation, further enriches the complex
juxtapositions of Portraits, Scenes, and Nature. While these latter three categories each comprise
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about one-fifth of the screen time; over one-third of the film consists of Animations. Smith’s
Animations are not cartoons but are created directly on the celluloid film without a camera,
conjuring painterly abstraction or in the form of stop-motion animations comprised of imagery
culled from print media (Figures 30 -35). The Animation category includes film techniques
invented by Smith throughout his practice, which he described in 1965, while recapitulating the
development of his film work as distinct evolutions of different material processes:
My cinematic excreta is of four varieties – batik abstraction made directly on film
between 1939 and 1946; optically printed non-objective studies composed around
1950; semi-realistic animated collages made as part of my alchemical labors of
1957 to 1962; and chronologically superimposed photographs of actualities
formed since the latter year.30
Smith included two of these processes in Mahagonny, exempting the batik abstractions and the
“chronologically superimposed photographs of actualities.” For the “non-objective studies,” he
exposed the film to light, without a camera, and formed images by manipulating material on the
film itself during the exposure. In Mahagonny, these shapes merge and dance together as
animated orbs of light, appear to be inspired by microscopic imagery, geometric abstraction, opart, and Duchamp's Rotoreliefs (see Figures 30-31). The “animated collages” are stop-motion
animations, created from cutouts from illustrated magazines, featuring esoteric or Hindu imagery
often butted against familiar objects like foodstuffs and instruments (see Figures 32-35).
To Mahagonny, Smith added a new sub-type of Animation: live-filmed scenes, which he
developed specifically for this film (Figures 36-40). Smith cultivated this form of animation
culled from his development of “chronologically superimposed photographs of actualities,” was
a process of re-filming filmed scenes, and this fostered a new type of Animation within the film.
Smith broadened his definition of Animation by filming the act of animating: staging materials
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and objects amid creation, destruction, or movement. Some of these animations include the
aforementioned sand designs, roving liquor bottles, and pans of Mapplethorpe's sculptural
shrine-like assemblages. In other scenes also labeled Animation, raw eggs pour over roses,
marbles, kidney beans, and fizzing soda, the materials layering one over the other. Several
passages employ marijuana, pills, alcohol, powder, and lozenges, referring to both the drug use
that defined the Chelsea Hotel culture and the inebriation replete throughout Brecht’s original
opera. In other animations, colored woodblocks, assembled as miniature empires, topple over.
Also labeled as Animation are explicitly destructive sequences such as burning flags, breaking
telephones, and paint spilling over objects, all of which refer directly to scenes in the opera.
Smith captured static on TV screens whose wave patterns become a Rorschach test when
mirrored horizontally within Mahagonny's quadrant (Figure 41). Woven throughout the entire
film, these live Animations display an indulgent documentation of materials in transition,
stacked, smeared, appearing, reappearing, constructing, and deconstructing. As Mahagonny
progresses, passages featuring these various animations increasingly interweave into the film.
Smith employed the plastic painterly esthetics of the Animations to connect Portrait, Scene, and
Nature categories.
Though Portrait, Scene, Nature and Animation categories herein have been discussed as
distinct, Smith designed these categories to operate in conjunction with one another on the
screen, creating a varied film, uninterrupted, and ever unfolding. Smith accomplished this sense
of continuity not only by ordering the images according to the palindrome but also varying the
orientation of the imagery on the grid. By using the palindrome, Smith ensures each scene
category revolves within the grid. For example, Nature sequences never pair with other nature
sequences. For the duration of the film, all categories mix on the screen. Smith also oriented the
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images in three different ways on the grid; as mentioned, these three different orientations
loosely align with each of the three acts of the opera. Concurrent with the first act of the opera,
the four reels mirror along the grid's vertical axis (see Figures 22, 27, 41). Moving objects melt
into or are born out of the central vertical seam. During the second act, mirroring abates, and all
four reels projected are different (see Figures 36, 39, 40). Each frame within the grid is a distinct
world, and the contrast beckons to the broad natural expanse of everyday urban existence.
During the final act, several previously shown scenes replay, and repetition again occurs, but
along the grid's horizontal axis (Figure 42-43). The imagery repeats at top and bottom, either the
vertical pair on the left or the vertical on the right, and these two passages often fall out of synch,
and the scenes are one or two seconds apart so that the viewer can re-watch the action from
seconds before. The three orientations operate to introduce variation into the film and also align
with the content of the opera. The horizontal mirroring introduces the viewer to a sense of place,
suggesting landscape, just as the opera creates orientation through details in the setting. With
each quadrant distinct, the middle portion can be interpreted as the tension built into the opera
narrative arc by the chaos of the passing storm. The final orientation, with vertical repetition,
shows repeating conditions similar to how the opera’s characters relive their initial discontents.
Just as the palindrome and the grid orientations reveal a methodology in which the
planning, content, and design meld into and define one another, similarly, I believe that the
functional design of celluloid film material itself inspired the various visual orientations within
the grid. On a piece of film, the functional sprocket holes run along the edge of the filmstrip and
the optical sound encoding appears as jagged white lines along the right edge (Figure 44-45).
These technical notations create an ornamental frame for the images at center. The framing,
which helps to move and encode the film with sound, if viewed formally, appears as abstract
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patterns. Reminiscent of some passages in Mahagonny, which combine abstract animations with
live scenes within the grid, the incorporation of non-objective imagery alongside photographic
imagery echoes the physical layout on a piece of film. Since film by nature is transparent, if
someone holding a strip of film were to merely flip the material, each frame could easily be
viewed from the opposite side. Opposite sides of the film replicate Smith’s presentation of
imagery through horizontal mirroring, which dominates the beginning of Mahagonny. Further, a
short section of a strip of film contains nearly identical images since the standard frame rate
captures twenty-four frames per second. The grid orientation – wherein images repeat on top and
bottom quadrants of the grid and appear just out-of-synch – mimes a section of stacked images
on a filmstrip (see Figure 45). As a visual object, the characteristics of celluloid film offer much
of what Mahagonny displays within the screen: repetition of images, mirroring, patterns, offsynch sequences, and non-objective visual information. In this way, Smith used the qualities and
technical aspects of film reels to design the film, so that operations—copying, flipping, editing,
and designing—behind a narrative film become visible. As a result, the necessary intimate
relationship with the material becomes, essentially, his subject.
In 1965, delivering a lecture to a group of film students about the nature of film in
general, Smith stated that each film frame, what he called "photographs of actualities," should be
understood as a glyph: “You shouldn't be looking at this as a continuity. Film frames are
hieroglyphs, even when they look like actuality. You should think of the individual film frame,
always, as a glyph, and then you'll understand what cinema is about.”31 More than a decade after
this statement, Smith revealed the nature of film as essential to the form of Mahagonny. This
connection deepens the understanding of the grid structure as a methodology. This methodology
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siphons each frame through a quadrant of relationships, expressing the individual nature of each
as well as a totality in relation to others. In doing so, like a glyph, each sequence in Mahagonny
carries multivalent meanings depending upon the context, the repetition, and the content of the
image. Just as glyphs unify image with language, Mahagonny marries form, celluloid film, and
meaning, images together with images, to convey new symbolic meaning. Smith acts as both
composer and conductor, inventing an intricate system to organize and enact the display of
thousands of glyphs.
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Chapter 2: Fourth Walls
In traditional theater, the “fourth wall” refers to a symbolic divide between the action on
stage and the audience. This convention describes an unstated agreement between the audience
and the actors: the actors present as if an actual wall encloses the stage, and no audience exists.
Breaking this illusion intentionally, usually by directly addressing the audience, is called
“breaking the fourth wall.” In film practice, breaking the fourth wall often refers to actors
slipping out of character and speaking directly to the camera, thereby shaking the audience out of
passivity. This chapter examines Harry Smith’s inquiry into making a film that incorporates
numerous elements of theater, including the screen, the sound, the stage, the equipment, the
audience, the artist, to the theater itself. As Smith engages the concept of the fourth wall through
these concrete elements, he presents multiple fourth walls in the film and exploits new
opportunities for their fracture.
This study builds on the relationship between Smith’s Mahagonny and the two previous
works referenced in the title card – Bertolt Brecht’s The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny
opera, 1930, and Marcel Duchamp’s 1923 sculpture, Bride Stripped Bare By Her Bachelors,
Even referred to herein as The Large Glass. I read Smith’s Mahagonny film as an extension of
these historical works’ critical contributions to breaking the fourth wall. Brecht’s practice aimed
to modernize traditional theater into a form he called epic theater, upending unspoken rules
primarily by engaging the audience directly. In his exploration of epic theater, Brecht addressed
all aspects of theater production—libretto, score, and set design—in order to reject the illusion
implicit in customary theater built around the fourth wall. Through these aspects, Brecht hoped
to incite a critical, engaged audience as opposed to a passive audience that merely receives
entertainment. Brecht’s theories of epic theater are considered the foundation of breaking the
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fourth wall.
Unlike Brecht, Duchamp did not directly refer to his works in terms of the fourth wall but
he explored closely related concerns in visual form. As one of the forefathers of Conceptual Art,
Duchamp shared Brecht’s aim to reflect back to the viewer his or her active role in the work of
art. In addition, Duchamp revolutionized art practice by giving form to ideas and concepts rather
than abstracting or replicating the visual world. 32 Duchamp’s work is rooted in the Dada
movement, which sought to provide an alternative to Bergsonian art practices in which the
production and reception of the works were executed and absorbed for purely visual aims. The
Large Glass signifies a fundamental shift in Duchamp’s approach; Duchamp seized thinking
itself, as both the form and content of his work, thereby uprooting the viewer and mandating the
viewer as intrinsic to, not separate from, the work. For both Brecht and Duchamp, the critically
thinking viewer completes the circuit that their works sought to spark.
I define the connection between Brecht’s opera, Duchamp’s sculpture, and Smith’s film
through formal uses of repetition, and by conceptual analyses of narrative, proposed installation
design plans, and performance. Each of these interfaces exposes how Smith’s film houses
multiple fourth walls. Through this multiplicity, the film coalesces as a whole. Smith’s attention
toward the entire film apparatus, apparent when understood alongside the two works that
inspired it, shows how Mahagonny breaks multiple conventions and illusions inventively and
even, invisibly. In so doing, Smith exposes multiple fourth walls and breaks the essential
immersive, hypnotic illusion that is inherent to moving images. Through these fractures, the film
reveals itself as an operatic experience, appearing to expand beyond the screen into its
surroundings. A description follows each of the referenced works and lays the groundwork for
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drawing myriad connections among all three artworks’ use of the fourth wall.
As summarized in the introduction, the opera parodies the fine line between utopia and
dystopia, freedom and hedonism, and through skirting this false divide, ends in destruction.
During the creation of the opera, Brecht began to develop his theory Verfremdungseffekt,
referred to in English as the alienation, estrangement, distancing, or A-effect. For the purposes of
this study, I refer to the concept as the A-effect.33 Brecht put this theory into practice through
various methods to interrupt dramatic illusion, distancing the audience from the illusionary story
being performed onstage. Rather than being absorbed by the narrative, the audience becomes
separate, thereby counteracting passive reception. Examples of such manifestations include
narrating directly to the audience, composing music and designing sets that intentionally distract
from the libretto.34
Duchamp’s The Large Glass, executed over several years, 1915 – 1923, was similarly
foundational to breaking the fourth wall (Figure 46). The Large Glass represents a fundamental
shift in his approach; departing from painting, he chose to materialize ideas, rather than make
visual forms about visual reality. In doing so, Duchamp required something new from the viewer
as well: critical engagement. He attributed this shift in approach to his attendance at the play
Impressions D’Afrique by Raymond Roussel adapted for the stage from his science fiction novel,
a work entirely composed of absurd wordplay.35 Freestanding in the middle of the exhibition
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1971), 11. “Most important of all, however, was Duchamp’s discovery of the work of Raymond Roussel,
when he attended together with Picabia and Apollinaire a performance of Roussel’s Impressions d’Afrique,
an encounter that was to have, as Duchamp frequently stressed, a decisive effect on his art. … Duchamp
may well have been drawn to the work partly because he was entertained by the way in which the
preposterous science-fiction happenings were reduced to absurdity by the equipment of a conventional
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room, the sculpture retains negative space, as see-through clear glass, so that the viewer is on
view (Figure 47). Therefore, the sculpture includes the viewer in the frame of the artwork as
content. Duchamp’s sculpture, seen through this theater inspiration, conflates backstage, stage,
and audience.
Smith adheres the film to the repetitive visual, narrative, and conceptual undercurrents
found in both the Brecht-Weill opera and Duchamp’s The Large Glass by deploying repetition
throughout Mahagonny. As outlined in Chapter One, repetition of imagery is a central feature of
Smith’s Mahagonny; throughout the entire two-hour film, Smith presents images mirrored
horizontally, doubles others vertically, and reuses several scenes throughout the film. Repetition
calls attention to the film material; a section of film is, in essence, a vertical pattern. The rows of
discrete still images on a reel are nearly indistinguishable from one another, with only barely
visible differences between them since they collect information multiple times per second. The
two-by-two grid allows for increasing repetitions. The duplicate reels and reproduction of scenes
disrupt the viewer’s ability to interpret the film as story and call attention to the film experience
itself as reproducible. Finally, Smith’s form of appropriation can be defined as another form of
repetition, and seen this way, the soundtrack is another echo refracting through the repetitions
found on screen.
Repetition is one of the tools employed in Brecht’s narrative and Weill’s score that
counter viewer expectations of a narrative arc in traditional theater. The libretto narrative is
circular: the city of Mahagonny is founded because there was “nothing on which people could
rely” and ends because “you cannot help yourself and no one.”36 The settlement is created for the
same reason it destroys itself. What begins as a city founded on ease, replete with simple
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pleasures when faced with a challenge, resorts to the cultivation of these pleasures, and the
attempted solution becomes to increase these same pleasures. In one pivotal scene, the characters
enact a play within a play, a form of mirroring through mise en abyme. The score is also
repetitive. The signature cabaret song, “O Moon of Alabama,” is performed three times
throughout the opera, and Weill reused melodies and musical structures throughout.37 Similar to
these repeating constructs in the opera, Smith reuses scenes throughout his film: repeating scenes
within the film stir memory of the film within the viewing experience. In this way, Mahagonny
the film breaks narrative arc, and this attribute fuses it to Mahagonny to the opera. Rather than
present a finite narrative arc, Smith’s repetitive visuals reiterate its reference to the original
Mahagonny narrative as circular and ever recurring.
Repetition found through the mirrored imagery in Smith’s Mahagonny can also be
understood as an expression of the in-person viewing of The Large Glass. Viewers typically
circumnavigate sculpture, observing it from multiple angles. The freestanding installation
encourages such circulation around the two-dimensional piece. After seeing the work from both
sides, the viewer absorbs a repeated visual experience. The drawing housed within the glass
panes is viewed twice; yet, the image is flipped and seen in reverse. Upon reaching the opposite
side, rather than ingesting new information or finding resolution, the viewer encounters a circular
narrative. The circular narrative of Mahagonny the opera can be seen in The Large Glass
spatially, by circling a point, the sculpture, whose opposite sides repeat. The horizontal mirroring
across the vertical seam of the quadrants in Mahagonny recalls this repetitious viewing of The
Large Glass.
In the opera and the sculpture, therefore, a circle replaces expected narrative arc. Smith’s
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mirrored imagery reveals this ouroboros-like structure. In Smith’s film, the horizontally mirrored
passages dissolve into or emerge from the vertical seam of the grid. These twinned images
mesmerize the viewer with kaleidoscopic fusions and fissures. The horizontal mirroring device
reinforces the circular narrative by employing visuals that constantly mirror one another (see
Figures 14-15, 28-27). By allowing information to disappear and reappear from the same point,
Smith betrays the seductive trickery of film, its natural hypnosis, by nakedly repeating and
shuffling images. In doing so, the vertical seam acts as another fourth wall. Smith removed the
linear depiction of reality, foisting a reflective, circular one onto the viewer.
Additionally, mirroring is a distinct form of repetition, one that questions which half is
the original and which half is the reflection. In the case of the sculpture, the duplicate sides
complicate verso and recto. Similarly, while viewing Mahagonny, the viewer is left to wonder
which half of the mirrored passages is the original orientation. Both complicate the assumptions
of the viewer. By creating works that leave the viewer to question the format of the visual
information, Duchamp and Smith made the viewer become active observers. The mirrored
viewing experiences transform absorption into investigation. In this way, the fourth wall shifts
and becomes a subtle, internal negotiation.
The horizontal seam of the grid in Mahagonny divides the screen into equal upper and
lower parts, a formal arrangement critical to both the visual presentation of the opera and
The Large Glass. Brecht’s set designer, Caspar Neher, opposed traditional set design that
featured overwrought decorative scenery created to conjure a sense of place connected to the
narrative. Instead, Neher created set design that was openly provisional, expressed functional
construction, and was formally independent from the libretto. Neher used the visible space above
the stage for film projections, thus dividing the stage into upper and lower portions (Figures 48-
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49). Brecht emphasized this extraneous area of the stage thereby challenging convention:
The stage began to tell a story. The narrator was no longer missing, along with the fourth
wall. … the background adopt[ed] an attitude to the events on the stage – by big screens
recalling other simultaneous events elsewhere, by projecting documents which confirmed
or contradicted what the characters said… the ‘background’ came to the front of the
stage.38
With the projections above the stage as distinct imagery, a clear horizontal bifurcation occurs,
visually paralleling both The Large Glass and Smith’s film (Figure 50-51). In The Large Glass,
framing separates the upper and lower regions, symbolically separating the Bride from the
Bachelors, obstructing coitus. Visually and conceptually, by having two regions, Duchamp
makes a tableau of descent or ascent. In all three works, the film, the opera, and the sculpture, the
horizontal bifurcation, like the vertical split, creates another fourth wall.
The bifurcation is reflected in the split between the opera soundtrack and the film. During
Mahagonny film screenings in 1980, Smith played the soundtrack of the opera at very high
volume, so the score loomed large in the viewing experience.39 Brecht’s A-effect informs
Smith’s use of the high-volume soundtrack that both complements and contradicts the visuals in
the film. The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny adheres to opera standards in that it
combines a narrative libretto and musical score, created in tandem, to generate a visual
experience for a specific audience. Mahagonny the opera is exemplary of Brecht’s epic theater
theory, wholly unprecedented in its time, in purposefully rejecting the symbiosis between
libretto, score, and set design. Each medium—the language, music, and visuals—was
constructed not to support and blend but to create contrasts, disrupting continuity. Brecht deemed
this theoretical position the “separation of the elements,” a theory that he defines in practice as:
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When epic theatre’s methods begin to penetrate the opera the first result is a radical
separation of the elements. The great struggle for supremacy between works, music, and
production… can simply be bypassed by radically separating the elements. … so long as
the arts are supposed to be ‘fused’ together, the various elements will all be equally
degraded, and each will act as a mere feed to the rest. The process of fusion extends to
the spectator, who gets thrown into the melting pot too and becomes a passive part of the
total work of art. …Whatever is intended to produce hypnosis, is likely to induce sordid
intoxication, or creates fog and has to be given up.40
Smith’s film pays homage to and recapitulates the “separation of elements” by adopting a fiftyyear-old foreign language opera as the soundtrack for an experimental film intended for an
English-speaking audience. On screen scenes of New York City in the seventies, anonymous
portraits and abstractions rub against the anachronistic score, muddying whether the score or the
film disrupt the other. Further, while the film’s visual quadrant hums on screen, the soundtrack
injects anachronistic precursors to film—theater, opera, and cabaret—into the medium of film.
The sound becomes yet another fourth wall, metaphorically another seam in the grid, preventing
the viewer from treating the film as a totality fixed to the screen alone.
As the film progresses, the initially jarring opera soundtrack reaches a tipping point and
paradoxically transcends disruption and blends with the fissures and rhythms on-screen. For
example, as the opera blares on-screen in the quadrant couples interact, traffic speeds by, and
hands paint: each distinct realm begins to melodically coexist. In some scenes, the cabaret music
pairs seamlessly with scenes featuring Chelsea Hotel denizens. The stereotypical bohemians
appear to enact both caricatures of themselves and the transient characters in the opera (Figure
52-53). Smith’s appropriation of the opera soundtrack parallels Weill’s experimental structure;
Weill created a score defined by hybrids and appropriation, especially by borrowing heavily
from the popular club music of the time, cabaret. 41 In this way, the musical score from Brecht’s
opera emboldens Smith’s grid of images and their respective scene changes, precisely because
40
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stylistically the hybrid visual experience pairs with and plays off of the hybrid soundtrack. Smith
exploited the outsized role of the soundtrack, in volume, in tempo, and in concept, and reinforced
the relationship between the film and screening room, bringing to the fore literally in the way
sound fills space. The film is constantly reframed by the high-volume foreign language
soundtrack, exemplifying both the thrust of “separation of the elements” and the A-effect.
Moreover, unrealized plans for the original Mahagonny screenings at Anthology Film
Archives in 1980 reveal Smith’s aspiration for the film to encompass and engage the space
beyond the screen. Smith stipulated that the Mahagonny screenings were supposed to be
mediated by colored gels and framing filters, as Raymond Foye, Smith’s assistant, recounts:
“Originally, he had intended to fit each projector lens with the hand -painted glass slides he had
created so that the onscreen images would appear colored by a variety of gels or framed in
Moorish or Greek borders, baroque theater prosceniums, or comedy or tragedy masks.” 42 The
plan never came to fruition. This description of some of the slides as theater prosceniums
provides evidence that Smith equated his film with performance. These unexecuted framing gels
situate the film as theatrical borders and show clear intention to evoke the fourth wall. Raymond
Foye suggested that the feat was too technically onerous to execute while projectionists were
already managing four projectors and simultaneous audio. 43 If considered through Smith’s
practice, the editing is not only intentional but also augments the operatic qualities inherent to the
film. Smith often combatted the uniformity of his film screenings to the degree that audiences
familiar with his work expected a new experience of a particular film at each of its screenings,
such as interfering with the projected of light through film gels and projector frames, adjusting
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the color and shape of the projection, and changing the soundtrack. 44 Smith thereby complicates
the concept of a screening, especially the assumption of a repeated identical experience.
By intentionally disrupting the projection of his films, Smith called attention to
materiality of the beam of projected light, itself visible traveling from projector to the screen; an
undated drawing displays his interest in light as material and attention on multiple projectors
(Figure 54). Smith’s unrealized modifications would have emphasized the film screen as a
surface, one on which information in the form of light organizes. Adjusting the beam of
projected light through interference and framing links the film to critical characteristics of both
Brecht’s opera and Duchamp’s sculpture. Brecht treated light as material; he subjected theater
lighting to the “separation of elements.” In an undated essay titled “Making Visible the Sources
of Light” Brecht writes about the use of light as a distinct technology worthy of specific
treatment:
There is a point in showing the lighting apparatus openly, as it is one of the means of
presenting an unwanted element of illusions; it scarcely disturbs the necessary
concentration. If we light the actors and their performance in such a way that the lights
themselves are within the spectator’s field of vision we destroy part of his illusion of
being present at a spontaneous, transitory, authentic, unrehearsed event. He sees that
arrangements have been made to show something; something is being repeated here
under special conditions, for instance in a very brilliant light. …Whatever the points of
difference between the modern theatre’s presentations and those of a sporting promoter,
they do not include the same concealment of the sources of light as the old theatre found
necessary.45
Brecht made explicit that revealing light fixtures was critical to epic theater. As if paintings
included the brushes that painted them, in Brecht’s theater the lighting equipment is discordant
and on view to expel any sense of illusion for the audience. In comparing opera lighting to that
of a sports arena, where lighting is on view, Brecht emphasized how the spectacle of this kind of
entertainment is authentic, replete with interruptions, and as such, modernizes theater. In relation
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to Duchamp’s sculpture, light is also used as material: by making the sculpture transparent, the
work functions as a surface through which light information flows. This transparency beckons
interruption of the art-viewing experience and demands the viewer as play a role in the work.
Further, the complex operations depicted in The Large Glass illustrate the trajectory of a
substance Duchamp named “illuminating gas”. Duchamp deemed the “illuminating gas” as the
symbolic fuel released by the Bachelor’s implied amorous excitement, but Duchamp left the gas
intentionally invisible and only accessible to the viewer through his writing.46 Upon release, the
gas churns through the various simple machines rendered in the lower region of the glass,
starting a sequence of events that transforms the gas into a liquid that then shoots into the upper
region of the Bride (Figure 55).47 Therefore, Duchamp’s surrogate for desire was light,
materialized.48 By including “illuminating gas” as critical component in the work, yet as an idea,
not as a visual, Duchamp expands the notion of an artwork. He activated the negative space of
the glass substrate and incorporated elements not pictured into the process of making and
interpreting the work, privileging the resulting ideas above the work itself. This activation of the
negative space—both the see-through glass and Duchamp’s ideas—force viewers to become
cognizant of their role in intellectually completing an artwork that also frames them, thereby
further engaging the fracture of fourth wall.
Beyond strategies for manipulating and interfering with the film screening through sound,
frame, and light, Smith proposed a radical screen design for Mahagonny: a boxing ring installed
vertically on the theater wall, the floor of the ring facing the audience, posts and ropes
Francis M. Naumann, Marcel Duchamp The Art of Making Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction (New
York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1999), 20. Duchamp published his notes from making The Large Glass in 1934
as a work in itself called the Green Box.
47 Dr. Lara Kuykendall, "Marcel Duchamp, The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (The Large
Glass)," Smarthistory (March 6, 2016, accessed March 1, 2021),
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protruding, to serve as the projection surface.49 Smith’s plan was not economically feasible, and
this setup was unrealized. Though unrealized, the plan calls attention to ignored yet necessary
components of film, particularly the screen. Smith’s proposal speaks to his long-standing
practice of connecting film to the materials that generate them. For example, in his first films,
Smith painted directly on the celluloid. The boxing ring screen proposal deepens the implications
of rooting form to its material conditions. Projection screens, essential to film screenings, are
supposed to go unnoticed; Smith’s proposed design aggressively questions this presumption. If
installed, each of the posts and guardrails of the ring would cantilever from the screen toward the
audience. A horizontally projecting boxing ring would obtrusively connect the on-screen images
with the theater environment. By conceptualizing this screen design, the screen, like the
projection border, becomes a malleable entity subject to artistic consideration, disruption, and
change. Smith’s proposal defines the screen as a confrontation, piercing yet another fourth wall.
The series of paintings that Smith executed in preparation for Mahagonny evince his
attention to the screen as a distinct, even concrete, entity (Figures 56-58). The painting series
pictorializes the apparatus of film typically invisible. Each painting in the series features the
screen with the grid but notably, Smith left the film imagery blank, and carefully drafted the
external elements around the screen, including the projectors, speakers, and seating. Smith
stenciled these paintings, using modular forms, to create multiples in a uniform format, with the
screen fixed at center, while rearranging each of the external elements. By rearranging the tools
that support the film screening, Smith places emphasis on these elements. In this series of
Andrew Perchuk and Paul Arthur, Harry Smith: The Avant-Garde in the American Vernacular, eds.
Andrew Perchuk and Rani Singh (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute, 2010), 10, 139. The accounts
describe Smith’s differing designs for this grandiose setup: the boxing ring left empty; two or four billiard
pool tables mounted to the boxing ring floor, the tops facing the viewer; or additional billiard pool tables
on the floor below the ring. Some accounts describe the pool tables con structed in a custom scale or
interlocking. Additionally, the author’s email exchange with Kevin Arrow, April 22, 2020, details
alignment of proportions between billiard tables, boxing ring, and film aspect ratio.
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stenciled paintings, Smith expands focus beyond the complexity of the palindrome-driven film,
and he focuses on the simple, external, and mechanical components for film presentation. 50 Even
though 16mm film ratios are rectangular, Smith depicted the screen as square. Smith placed four
rectangles inside the square, resembling the gridded projection of the film, playing with
variations on the orientation and unused space around these rectangles. By rearranging the
rectangles within the square screen, Smith explored how imagery can activate and occupy the
screen space, all in compositional relationship to the components of the theater environment.
Further, the square screen likely represents the square floor of a boxing ring – providing further
evidence of Smith’s preoccupations with the boxing ring as screen. The Mahagonny painting
series shows that for Smith, the screen is an independent entity that need not align with the film.
These paintings conjure the “separation of the elements” and the fourth wall. More so, the
paintings emphasize the machinery behind the illusion of cinema. Smith’s preoccupation with
the film’s mechanics further connect the film to both Brecht and Duchamp’s works: the
mechanical components allude to both Brecht’s fascination with sporting event setting
vernaculars and Duchamp’s reveal of the “machinery” behind sexual conquest. 51
The boxing ring screen links Smith’s film directly to content within The Large Glass.
The drawings enclosed in The Large Glass not only illustrate proxies of the Bride and the
Bachelors but also diagram the interactions between these proxies. The Duchamp scholar and
translator, Jean Suquet, published The Large Glass Key based on Duchamp’s planning notes,
which Duchamp published as a distinct work of art called the Green Box, in 1932. The Large
Glass Key, like a map legend, locates each of the figures and forms depicted with their title,
Jonathan Crane, Underground U.S.A. Filmmaking Beyond the Hollywood Canon, ed. Xavier Mendik and
Steven Jay Schneider (New York, Wallflower Press),146.
51 Paul Arthur and Rani Singh, Harry Smith: The Avant-Garde in the American Vernacular, 42, 139. Much like
the frame filters exemption because they were too difficult to manage, the installation plan never came to
fruition, likely because the boxing ring execution was cost prohibitive.
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mapping eighteen in total, including four that Duchamp left unexecuted (Figure 59).52 Duchamp
named one of the unexecuted elements “Boxing Match”; it refers to an operation that would have
symbolically and critically punctured the division between the upper and lower regions, thereby
uniting the Bachelor and Bride (Figure 60).53 In 1913, Duchamp executed, and later exhibited, a
preparatory drawing detailing the movements of a theoretical “Boxing Match” (Figure 61-62).54
In this drawing, similar to the whole of The Large Glass, Duchamp mapped out potential
movements of the boxers. The drawing reiterates Duchamp’s fascination with the mechanics and
traces of movement left behind from interactions, especially games. Shifting this complex
choreography to the LG, if the boxing scene had been included in the final version, it would have
symbolically suggested fighting as a means for the Bachelors to enter the Bride’s realm. Like
Brecht, Duchamp employed spectator sports as muses for combatting fine art traditions. In
spectator sports, one does not pretend the tools and audience are not present. The apparatus is
part of the show, movements are not predetermined, and players often openly address the
audience, as they would in breaking the fourth wall.
Just as Smith’s boxing ring proposal directly connects the film to The Large Glass, it also
reflects the original opera narrative and the opera set design. In Act Two of Brecht’s libretto, the
characters aim to attract more inhabitants by encouraging the over-indulgence of four activities –
eating, drinking, prostituting, and boxing. Brecht depicted the latter through a one short boxing
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match scene, wherein the loser is quickly beaten to the death, an eerie scene due to its casual
treatment. In addition, in the 1930 renditions of the opera, Neher, the set designer, used a boxing
ring to function as an experimental stage for the opera, perhaps the origin of Smith’s later screen
conception (Figures 63).55 Along with Neher’s projections of imagery in the upper register of the
stage, the simultaneous live performance in the boxing ring parodies overly saturated
entertainment. Brecht scholar, John Willet, considered the choice to use a boxing ring as stage
and projections as foundational to the development of Brecht’s theories of theater: “The 1927
production was directed by Brecht on a boxing ring stage backed by big Neher projections,
which led him to formulate his theory of ‘the separation of the elements’ whereby the designer
should contribute independently, providing his own version of the story.” 56 Metaphorically, the
set design redefines all of the actions onstage as a boxing match, recasting the staid opera
audience as sports fans. Similarly, Smith’s unrealized boxing ring continues the trajectory of the
opera set design by deeming the screen a stage, and the film a game or a fight, revealing yet
another layer of Brecht’s vocabulary in Smith’s language.
Arguably, if Smith’s language toys with the fourth wall in experimental film, the wall is
not entirely “broken” until the theater audience is no longer passive: the measure of the
shattering of the fourth wall is the loss of the audience passivity. The Large Glass applies this
principle because the viewing experience demands that viewer incorporates awareness that self
and others are framed within the work. This loss of passivity changes the entire experience and
drives home the broken fourth wall. The attentive viewer is subsumed into a dual performance,
in which one is both viewer and a viewable part of the artwork. Once the viewer acknowledges
these conditions, any passivity is rendered as a performance in and of itself since the sculpture so
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plainly places everyone on stage. This prism of effects thus defines the sculpture as an
embodiment of the usually invisible fourth wall.
The Mahagonny opera upended so many conventions at once that the audience at the
original performances rioted. As the historian David Drew writes: “the performance was
continually interrupted by demonstrations from sections of the audience, and this developed into
a full-scale riot.”57 The actor Lenya Lotte recalled:
The [full-length] opera had its first performance in Leipzig in March 1930 and set off
what has been called the worst theatre riot in history. …The next day, the city council of
Leipzig held a special meeting, to consider cancelling all further performances of
Mahagonny. It was finally decided not to impose hasty censorship measures, but the
second performance was played with the house lights on and police lining the walls of the
theatre.58
The opera’s boxing ring stage may have proved pivotal to this reaction and transformed the
audience from a set of sophisticated operagoers to participants in a fight. By giving performances
with “the house lights on,” Brecht’s attention to lighting gained even more significance. 59 In
theater, that which is lit is the focus of attention. Therefore, with the house lights left on during
the opera the entire audience became subsumed into the whole performance. Brecht eradicated
audience passivity to such a degree that the actors whistled at the audience, creating an inversion
of the customary theater dynamics, Lotte continued:
That sophisticated, international audience stared in bewilderment when the stagehands
began to set up a boxing ring on the stage. The buzz increased as the singers, dressed as
the worst hoodlums and frails, climbed through the ropes, a giant Caspar Neher
projection flashed on the screen hung behind the ring…The demonstrations started as we
were singing the last song… with the whole audience on its feet cheering and booing and
whistling. Brecht had thoughtfully provided us with whistles of our own… we stood there
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whistling defiantly back.60
These accounts show how breaking the fourth wall can be perceived as if a literal wall was
removed, expanding the stage to the entire theater and the audience. 61 As a result of the
aggressive audience response, each element—the lighting, the libretto, the sonic landscape, and
even additional audience members in the form of security guards—changed.
The six screenings of Smith’s Mahagonny in 1980 elicited little response from the press
or the audience, a customarily passive, insular group of art-initiates primed for avant-garde film,
and not prone to respond to its provocations.62 Smith rejected their apathy by placing his
antagonism center stage, and performed in person, as the author Sherril Tippins recounts:
At each subsequent screening, Smith grew more and more agitated. On the final night, he
arrived in the projection room high on amphetamines and already angry. …Harry glanced
in the audience’s direction just in time to spot his physician, Dr. Gross, enter the room.
The two had been feuding, and the day before, Smith had forbidden Gross to attend the
show…With a focus for his rage the filmmaker flipped off the projectors – stopping the
film midcourse – and stormed into the screening room yelling Gross’s name. 63
This tantrum stopped the film. Smith abruptly cut the film short, shocked the audience, and
thereby put himself and the audience on display, reminiscent of the riot at the Mahagonny
opera.64 Smith’s performance during the screening took over the room and shrank the projection,
until the film became secondary. By exposing himself as creator, performer, and destroyer Smith
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shattered the fourth wall and forced a premature ending. He tethered the film to the realm of
theater, audience, artist, and tools, ensuring that the film was no longer an autonomous object.
The formal similarities of repetition and bifurcation, along with the implications of the
soundtrack and the frame and screen design proposals, suggest conceptual connections across the
works by Brecht, Duchamp, and Smith. Smith embeds his film’s deep connection to the interwar
works in which the artists break the fourth wall thereby manipulating the viewers into becoming
performers to such a degree that the works expand to include the viewers, even if unwittingly. In
keeping with this conceit, Smith’s film inserts itself, as yet another repetition, a mirror to the
passive social conditions of the screening. In Mahagonny, every break of the fourth wall places
the film as a tool within a larger apparatus, just as a spotlit boxer plans and packs a punch,
harnessing the entire audience’s jeers into his thrust.
Through bouts of aggression, Smith adhered the film to both the opera and The Large
Glass and conjured the abrasive quality necessary to breaking the fourth wall. Smith’s “final
performance” locates the violence inherent to all three works, specifically through symbolism of
boxing. In the opera, the primacy of the stage recedes and includes the sphere of the theater,
especially as the entirety was lit. The Large Glass collapses foreground with background and
merges the audience into this collapsed space.
When Smith threw the final fit, he signaled to his audience that they, like the characters
in the opera Mahagonny, are subject to their own boredom and are performing a role even by
remaining passive. Furthermore, the Chelsea denizens and passers-by found on-screen are
consonant with not only with the transient style of opera characters, but also potentially, the
bohemian audience attending the screening. These reflective crosshairs unfold in the final
screening: the on-screen portraits reflect back to the insular audience their own subculture and
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what is directly outside the theater, New York City in 1980, a city in the apparent throes of
danger of a Mahagonny-like demise.
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Chapter 3: Failed Unfinished Shattered, More

Brecht’s original Mahagonny opera and Duchamp’s The Large Glass both depict
unfulfilled human desire and related unsuccessful conquests. In these works, failure,
incompletion, and destruction are not only themes, but also form and content. As stated, the
opera tells a story of self-destruction amid wanton freedom and The Large Glass illustrates
unconsummated coitus. Desire and failure drive works that address societal frustrations, such as
mismanaging pleasure, production, and consumption. Through these works, Brecht and
Duchamp raised questions about whether a work of art must be a fixed, autonomous entity and if
not, whether it can remain purposefully unresolved. Both works were cut short before they were
complete in the traditional sense: the opera performances halted by World War II and The Large
Glass by Duchamp himself; upon completing the sculpture, he contentiously deemed it
“definitively unfinished.”65 Harry Smith embraced these themes in both the production and the
visual content of his film, Mahagonny. Smith’s film, in my analysis, renews of the exploration of
failure, incompletion, and destruction that characterized the two works that inspired it.
This chapter identifies and links the interconnected themes of failure, incompletion, and
destruction that course through all three works. The themes comingle in both the original
artworks and this analysis. Certain production techniques align with and support these themes:
repetition, irresolution, passivity, fluidity, absence, interruption, and absurd use of language. The
implications, at times contradictory, reveal intersecting artistic and political purposes that
undergird the works. By exploring these themes, Smith effectively renewed the critical force of
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the earlier works. The embrace of failure, incompletion, and destruction, as primary content in
these works, expands their shared overall impact.
Brecht delivers the theme of failure in the Mahagonny opera through layers of repetition,
irresolution, and passivity. Smith cultivated a similar layering in his film by using repetition and
passivity as editing techniques. In the opera, as previously summarized, the characters’ attempt
to escape the stress of city life leads to a seemingly fresh start in the town of Mahagonny, where
work is unnecessary. Free from regular work-a-day life mandates, they repeatedly indulge in
various pleasures and yet remain dissatisfied, lost, and bored. Despite this dissatisfaction, the
characters keep reenacting their pursuit of pleasure through consumption, showing that the
underlying problem remains unresolved. Informed by this cyclical opera narrative, Smith applied
repetition to his editing procedures. By designing the palindrome, Smith relied on a pattern as an
organizing principle. The repetitive palindrome structure allowed Smith to abdicate some control.
By following a pattern, the filmmaker gave himself an interface for taking a backseat. The film
historian, Paul Arthur, places the artist’s practice between control and chaos. Here, Arthur quotes
Smith, and responds to the artist’s use of passive, “automatic” processes:
‘I tried as much as possible to make the whole thing automatic, the production automatic
rather than any kind of logical process. ……to remove things as much as possible from
the consciousness or whatever you want to call the manual processes [of editing] that
could be employed entirely by moving things around.’
…The reference to ‘automatic’ … reflects an overarching tension in Smith’s work –
located in extratextual as well as formal arenas – between control and the aleatory,
between meticulous precision and the lure of chaotic breakdown.66
Within this “overarching tension,” by editing with the palindrome, Smith produced parts of the
film without intense involvement, and with passive procedures. Coupled with this passivity, as
mentioned in Chapter 1, Smith also used the repetitive rhythmic interplay between the breath and
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heartbeat to determine the timing of scenes in his films, including Mahagonny.67 In 1950, Smith
stated: “The way to a viewer’s unconscious – his ‘soul’ – lay in the interstices between his inner
rhythm (spiritual, emotional, physiological) and the rhythms of the outer world. Change the
relation between these two sets of patterns, and you could create the neurological and
physiological conditions that made evolutionary change possible.” 68
Smith also employed the technique of passivity as style in shooting film scenes for
Mahagonny. He shot most scenes from a stationary position, evoking a passive viewpoint. Rarely
did the filmmaker pan the camera; the camera seems to have been merely a tool for capturing
and collecting information. Accordingly, Smith thought of himself as a channel or medium
through which information flows and used the camera in the same way. 69 In utilizing the
palindrome, biological rhythms, and unplanned documentary scenes, Smith reduced his control
on the project. By patterning the visual information, Smith allows the confluence of scenes and
meaning to emerge. Like a player piano, these structures of the palindrome, biological rhythms,
and unplanned scenes, allowed the film to incorporate automatic production in order to divine
and organize hundreds of scenes.
Duchamp also used passivity as an agent and ingredient within the production of The
Large Glass. As stated, The Large Glass renders human desire into a step-by-step procedure. He
diagrammed desire into a rote process, a waiting game.70 While the Bride waits in the upper
realm, the Bachelors remain stuck in the lower realm, frozen in a snapshot of failing to reach the
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Bride.71 Duchamp performed this passive waiting game while making the sculpture. He paused
working on The Large Glass for several months and during this time, the glass surface gathered
dust (Figure 64).72 When Duchamp resumed work on the sculpture, he collected this dust and
used it as the primary ingredient for the pigment in the drawings applied to the panes of glass
(see Figure 46). In doing so, Duchamp created images that also function as an index of his
inaction.73 Regarding the sculpture, the Duchamp scholar David Joselit stated, “the failure of the
machine is identical to its success;”74 Duchamp’s procedural use of dust exemplifies this
productive contradiction.
“The world is in peril and I’m trying to do something,” Smith told the fellow filmmaker
Jonas Mekas while executing Mahagonny.75 Smith’s film expresses this concern by grappling
with the opposites embedded in the opera’s narrative of failure. In the opera, utopia and dystopia
are interlocked and this bind leads to the settlement’s demise. Smith’s film conjures this
contradiction. The author Sherril Tippins summarizes, “it made sense that the same desires and
dreams that had inspired the rise of Mahagonny would inevitably lead to its demise,” and
“Mahagonny’s theme…was ‘boredom’ – the deadening of the spirit that came from everything
being too available and too easily bought. In Mahagonny the opera, [Smith] wrote, ‘You could
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fish, you could smoke, you could look at the vellum-colored skies…. The thing that was missing
was any excitement… other than to spend money.’”76 Through the relentless churning of the
film, Smith subjects the viewer to so much visual information, that, like the characters in the
opera, the viewer is possibly subject to a dulling overconsumption. The rotating and recycling of
the film imagery throughout the two hours can make the film seem endless. Further, the mirrored
passages in which information disappears or reappears from the vertical seam call attention to the
seam itself as a never-ending edge, one that can generate or absorb information. The film stresses
this peril by operating as a brink between opposites: utopia and dystopia; action and inaction;
emergence and disappearance; excitement and boredom.
Smith may have aimed to subvert boredom and use it as a device. Raymond Foye,
Smith’s assistant, recalls: “he once stated the ideal response of the viewer to his magnum opus
film, Mahagonny, was to fall asleep.”77 The film’s hypnotic, rhythmic, recycling, unresolved
overflow could very well induce Smith’s audience to doze. Falling asleep during a film or
performance usually suggests its failure. Smith may be combatting the real-life repetition of a
Mahagonny-like ethos by pushing boredom and failure so far that judgments dismantle, into the
ultimate passivity, sleep. Smith also suggests that his film is a kind of language that can
communicate to the audience beyond their awareness. By suggesting sleep as appropriate
response to the film, Smith hijacks boredom, much like Duchamp’s retooling of dust, inaction, as
content.
Following the theme of failure, as seen through repetition and passivity, the second major
theme common to the opera and The Large Glass, and echoed in the film, is incompletion. The
category of Animation, comprising one-third of the film, overflows with imagery of hands
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working with plastic materials, replete with actions of painting, pouring, stirring, ruining, and
building. These Animations oppose completion by underlining fluidity and action for action’s
sake. These scenes oscillate between construction, destruction, and abstraction asserting the
liminal space of incompletion and process (see Figures 33-40). As with the Brecht-Neher set
design, which promoted the visual vernacular of exposed construction, Smith’s approach to this
imagery was provisional and in the moment. These Animation scenes complement boredom and
passivity with images of pure unresolved process exemplifying incompletion as content.
Though Smith failed to execute the framing gels and the boxing ring screen, in the film
presentation these elements can be understood as cues informing the motives behind the film.
Smith’s boxing ring installation plan was, for an already unwieldy, complex film, impractical
and beyond budget. Therefore, Smith left the film to function unfinished. P. Adams Sitney
remarks, “the proposed Mahagonny setup can also be interpreted as purposely untenable and
therefore, forever incomplete. Incompleteness is in concert with the aims of Absolute Film, a
project to perpetuate the mythologizing of film itself.” 78 The unexecuted installation plans open
up the interpretation that the film, intentionally unfinished, becomes part of a much larger whole.
Another technique though which Smith expressed incompletion was disruption. Through
multiple types of disruption, Smith cut through the assumption that Mahagonny was finished,
emboldening the theme of incompletion as central property of the film. As previously described,
Smith retrofitted the projector with framing devices and materials to be placed through the beam
of projected light.79 Though Smith did employ these interventions for Mahagonny, this aspect of
his practice reveals a long-term commitment to interfere physically, thereby literally interrupting
the projection. Sometimes the interference was Smith himself, as artist Robert Polidori recalls:
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“he was the only one who would show up at the screenings and furnish a constant ongoing
monologue while his films were going.”80 As Smith’s vocal interruptions and performative
eruptions served to breaking the fourth wall, as argued in Chapter Two, they also served as a
countervailing weave, loosening the fabric of the Mahagonny quadrant. Through disruption,
Smith bled the film into the reality beyond the screen.
Smith also uses the soundtrack as disruption, as another technique for tethering the theme
of incompletion to the film. Smith’s use of the German-language opera recording as his
soundtrack disrupts direct communication with the English-speaking audience. The libretto has
four English interludes, thereby toggling the English-speaking viewer in and out of
comprehension and further confusing the already inscrutable film. As P. Adam Sitney remarks,
Smith’s use of soundtracks obscures the work: “Smith is notoriously self-destructive…His
ability in handling sound makes all the more alarming the extreme casualness with which he put
the Beatles’ first album with an anthology of his early films… It seems he wanted to obscure the
monumentality of his achievement in painting and animating film by simply updating the
soundtrack.”81 Though this “casualness” may seem in opposition to the overlay of the imposing
opera soundtrack, Sitney’s interpretation shows how Smith’s different approaches to sound, both
haphazard and purposeful, allow for a lack of control and render the film as a platform for
changing meanings to accrue.82
Smith’s Animations, unexecuted plans, and interruptions, all of which are likely inspired
in part by similar traits in Duchamp’s The Large Glass, wrest Mahagonny from fixedness and
completion. In 1923, after eight years of executing The Large Glass, Duchamp abandoned the
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sculpture, deeming it “definitively unfinished.”83 As a result of this abandonment, the sculpture
depicts an irresolute narrative. The drawings enclosed in The Large Glass diagram proxies of the
Bride and the Bachelors and their interactions, portray human desire into a mechanized, comical
series of missteps. Duchamp’s notes explain that the Bachelors’ desire for the Bride materializes
as an invisible gaseous substance, which, when pressurized, transforms into a liquid fueling a
domino effect between the simple machines and absurd forms. These movements culminate in a
cannon ball fired at the Bride, which misses: copulation between Bride and the Bachelors remain
unconsummated, a failure. Suquet’s Map Key identifies eighteen individual elements in The
Large Glass, including four, which remained unexecuted.84 The art historian Arturo Schwartz
deemed the exclusion of these four elements purposeful and helpful to understanding the
sculpture: “The four missing elements are all concerned with the conclusion of the saga
embodies in The Large Glass. The absence of these elements interrupts the story at a crucial
moment,” thereby leaving the final stage – the unification of the upper and lower regions –
thwarted.85 By omitting these elements, the proxy figures and their interactions illustrate the
impossibility of coitus. These proxies, much like the characters in the opera, are left in a
perpetual state of desire, unfulfilled.86
In 1927, four years after Duchamp deemed the sculpture “definitively unfinished,” The
Large Glass shattered while in transit.87 Duchamp repaired the work by piecing the glass back
together and replacing a few unsalvageable parts. He allowed the cracks to remain and reframed
the whole between two more sheets of glass, everything held together by a new aluminum frame
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(see Figures 46-47).88 After reassembling the sculpture, Duchamp retracted his previous
provocation that the work was “definitively unfinished” and deemed the work finally,
conceptually, complete. Interpreted within the themes of this chapter, The Large Glass, which
initially gave form to incompletion, now gives form to destruction. The chance shattering created
a physical connection between the upper and lower regions and thus, between the Bride and her
Bachelors. As outlined in the previous chapter, Duchamp broke the fourth wall through the
sculpture by enabling the viewer to be viewed. The chance cracks call attention back to the
sculpture and its fragile substrate. In exhibiting this vulnerability, Duchamp added another layer
to the fourth wall break: the authority of the narrative remained subject to material conditions,
rather than the intentions of the artist. The shattering reminds the viewer that the drawings are
not only incomplete, but also vulnerable, as articulated by their chance destruction.
Smith’s film, analyzed through the concept of shattering, ushers in the third and final
theme, destruction. The film can be understood as attempt to destroy, or exorcise, the original
Mahagonny from its self-perpetuating destruction.89 Smith stated: “the destruction of
Mahagonny has to occur” and “you have to live Mahagonny, in fact be Mahagonny, in order to
work on it… living through the birth and death of Mahagonny itself.” 90 Smith’s use of the word
“Mahagonny” here can refer either to his film or the mythical city the opera. By stating that he
must either destroy the film that he is creating and see the film through its own death, Smith
questions the assumption that Mahagonny the film is a fixed stand-alone work. The film
historian Jamie Sexton outlines how this infrastructure, destruction, and a form of collaborative
appropriation operated in Smith’s work:
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His films …were… always developing new modes of registration. This may also help
explain Smith’s notorious destructive impulses: it was a though once he had synthesized
a number of disparate elements into an artistic work, then that work itself was in danger
of becoming fixed. This would also explain why Smith would often rework older artistic
works, as though hinting that such works were only of worth if they could further
contribute to the process of alchemical transformation. 91
Seen through this interpretation, Smith’s use of previous art works is integral to incorporate
destruction within the film and subsume the film into its own “birth and death.”
Smith framed breaks throughout scenes in Mahagonny by interlacing blank black frames
within the quadrants throughout the film. These blank frames comprise one-sixth of the film.
Smith could have offered visual reprieves in myriad ways, for example, by admitting light
through undeveloped celluloid film; however, he chose black rectangles, a refusal to allow light
to pass through the projector, rendering the film and the projector inactive, and metaphorically,
intermittently, broken. Notably, Smith did not include these blanks in the palindrome. The blank
black frames as visual expression, shatter the film in a way that is akin with the shattered The
Large Glass, render the entirety of Mahagonny a puzzle with missing pieces.
As four separate films playing simultaneously, each with hundreds of distinct scenes,
Mahagonny resisted strict cohesion. Because four projectors were required to screen the film, the
film would naturally fall out of synch, if only by milliseconds, and, on a small temporal scale,
fall apart.92 In allowing the films to fall out of synch, Smith integrated a sense of shattering into a
film that appeared highly programmed, through the grid, the image categories, and the
palindrome. Despite Smith’s tight structure in organizing the film, during the live screenings, the
actual film apparatus remained somewhat ungovernable. Further, the film quadrant and blank
black breaks, can be interpreted as cracked, as if viewing the whole through shattered glass,
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challenging the viewer’s ability to piece together or perceive the whole. Through these fissures,
Smith’s film declares itself as, much like the Bachelors, a dysfunctional machine, perhaps similar
to the intimacy never achieved in The Large Glass. At the first screening, he also smashed his
unused glass slides, and as mentioned in Chapter Two, at the final screening in 1980, Smith
angrily cut the film short.93 This violent beginning and end to the screening run, along with the
blanks, hundreds of gridded scenes, and asynchronous projectors, left the film “definitively
unfinished,” shattered, and destroyed, like the city of Mahagonny left in flames at the end of the
opera.
Smith’s use of enigmatic language unifies the themes failure, incompletion, and
destruction. This enigmatic language consists of the title card, the libretto, and the film itself.
Smith’s title card introduces the film in French, German, and English, along with mathematical
and operatic idioms, together proffering a kind of word salad (see Figure 1). In this abstruse
introduction, Smith’s title assaults false expectation that the title card should be linear and
explanatory. As the visuals of the film commence and the soundtrack begins, the viewer is
assaulted again with an outdated German language libretto. The viewer’s impulse to connect the
libretto’s possible relationships to the quadrant of images on-screen, while attempting to make
sense of image relations, confronts the viewer with more inscrutability. Smith’s title card and
soundtrack may not function linguistically, but they do function subliminally to envelop the
viewer into an ether of obfuscation.
These multiple tracks for interpretation may serve to unhinge the viewer’s expectations,
yet in doing so, they create space for Smith’s ancillary aims to renew language, both verbal and
filmic. Smith hoped to conjure a language through Mahagonny that could be understood far
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beyond his audience, stating, “The emotional connotation of objects moving toward, past or
away from the spectator, or things suddenly forming or dissolving, have also been utilized. This
method has been followed in order that the final film will be just as intelligible to the Zulu, the
Eskimo, or the Australian Aborigine, as to people of any other cultural background or age.” 94 By
removing the function of the title card as explanatory and the libretto as narrative, Smith calls the
viewer into this absence and to read the film as true lingua franca. The film points to the failure
of specific language to explain visual art; the new language in the film is symbolic, aural, sonic,
and visual. As a broken mirror reflects multiple angles, Smith breaks language, aiming to expand
its message, communicating experientially, not logically, to the audience of the film. 95
Brecht’s use of English language within the opera likely informed Smith’s broad aims for
language exploration. As stated, Brecht interspersed four English language songs in the German
libretto.96 Brecht intentionally used rudimentary English as he sought to describe how his pioneer
characters might have spoken - an early immigrant’s use of the English language in gold rush era
America.97 Lenya Lotte, Weill’s partner and an actor in the original opera, recalled of these
English interludes, in 1952: “Another friend reminded me recently that Brecht had a theory that
he often expounded on at this time, that a kind of pidgin English would become the first world
language; perhaps this is the reason the Alabama-Song and the Benares-Song are written in
pidgin English?”98 Brecht imagined a rudimentary broken language or “pidgin” English
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communicating more broadly. His broken jargon transcends the limitations of language by
degrading it.
Among Duchamp’s inspirations for The Large Glass is a fascination, shared by Brecht, with
obfuscating wordplay and fractured language. During his execution of The Large Glass, Duchamp
followed the literary work of Jean-Pierre Brisset and Raymond Roussel. Brisset developed the
idiosyncratic theory that French and English homophones shared meaning. In 1946, recalling his
period of production of The Large Glass, Duchamp stated, “Brisset and Roussel were the two men
in those years whom I admired for their delirium of imagination. … Brisset's work was a
philological analysis of language—an analysis worked out by an incredible network of puns.”99
In 1912, Duchamp attended a theatric adaptation of Roussel’s novel Impressions d’Afrique; the
script was entirely composed of double meanings and puns, both visual and verbal.100 Duchamp
credited this theatrical experience with inspiring his concepts-based approach that culminated in The
Large Glass.101 David Joselit examined Roussel’s use of language in relation to Duchamp’s work,
showing how such dense use of double meanings necessitated destruction:
Such a deployment of double meanings and near-metagrams was not Roussel’s only
technique for producing words out of words; he also devised a process of “pulverization” in
which the readymade phrase was reduced to a similar sounding string of fragments whose
chance conjunctions became the basis for a narrative passage or tale…. In his study of the
poet’s work, Michel Foucault described Roussel’s art as an endless cycle of identity --- of the
death and regeneration of language, the eternal return of the same. 102
The Large Glass’ program of incompletion and destruction reflects this “pulverization” of language.
Smith’s Mahagonny, with the frustratingly dense title card, and abundance of rhythmic, repetitive
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imagery amid the hammering opera soundtrack, also summons this “pulverization.” Through this
onslaught, Smith leads the viewer to see and to listen to language so that the film can transmute
information. Smith’s aspiration to communicate across cultures builds on Brecht’s and Duchamp’s
reevaluation of language. All three artists assaulted language in order for art and language to work
together, thereby extending the possibilities of language itself.103
In 1950, Smith wrote a letter to the founder of the Guggenheim Museum, Hilla Rebay,
about his filmmaking practice: “Please remember that these films were not made for
entertainment but for exploration and instruction.”104 Mahagonny, as exploration, rebirthed the
Geist of the opera and Duchamp’s The Large Glass, allowing them to create meaning and redress
inaction. Beckoned by the concept of failure in both the opera and The Large Glass, Smith
continued their work through his own film, and expanded their already wide parameters.
Mahagonny, defined within this study as a language, as instructional, renders the film as a set of
prompts for transformation. In Smith’s oeuvre, a work cannot exist without fracture because an
isolated, finished work will not transform itself, the viewer, or other works of art. For Smith’s
work to function, it must be an agent, an amoeba-like form, connected to multiple art works in an
ongoing process, enacted by failure, incompletion, and destruction.
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Conclusion: Smith Beyond Discussion

“Our language,”
Smith mused shortly before his death,
“wasn’t built for discussing the subjects
I really want to discuss.”105

Artists tend to use appropriation by deploying an extant work of art and reframing it as a
visual component in their practice. The title of this paper, “Appropriation of the Highest Order,”
recognizes Harry Smith’s Film No. 18 Mahagonny as a form of appropriation that far transcends
the usual mode of lifting and recontextualizing art works. In the case of the film, Smith chose to
appropriate two groundbreaking masterpieces, the Brecht-Weill opera Rise and Fall of the City
of Mahagonny and Duchamp’s Bride Stripped Bare By Her Bachelors, Even. Smith’s film moves
beyond appropriation toward deep analysis of the two seminal artworks. Smith folds the opera
and the sculpture into his film, thereby suffusing his creation with their multilayered meanings
and infrastructure. He sought these works as guiding forces, inherent to the process, content,
form, and display of his film, metamorphosing their inner workings into the structure of his
magnum opus.
In this study, I followed Smith’s employment of the Brecht-Weill opera and Duchamp’s
The Large Glass by analyzing the details, the motivations, and the new conditions that his
appropriation of these two works forged. I outlined Smith’s intimate, deft manipulation of and
homage to film material, and characterized his film as breaking multiple fourth walls, as
explored by the earlier works. Through destruction, failure, and incompletion, the film operates
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against its own seemingly rigid form. I address repetition as a multi-functional attribute.
Recurrence reveals the cycle of mythical death and rebirth that undergirds all three works.
By refracting Smith’s film through the interwar works, I came to understand Smith’s
Mahagonny as not only a new kind of appropriation, but also as a language, a tongue of hybrids.
Smith’s filmic vocabulary appropriates the opera and the sculpture as if they are verbs, or as
tools for chiseling his film. The film honors the way that the opera and the sculpture overthrow
language, both artistic and linguistic. Smith not only creates a filmic masterpiece, but also
invents a language for pursuing and understanding the works of Brecht and Duchamp more
deeply. Smith’s language, in the form of Mahagonny, also functions as a source code for
understanding his own legacy.
When introducing Mahagonny at the first of the six film screenings in 1980, Smith
paraphrased the cautionary final paragraph of Claude Levi-Strauss’ The Origin of Table
Manners. The final paragraph of the anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss’ book is as follows:
In the present century, when man is actively destroying countless living forms, after
wiping out so many societies whose wealth and diversity had, from time immemorial,
constituted the better part of his inheritance, it has probably never been more necessary to
proclaim, as do the myths, that sound humanism does not begin with oneself, but puts the
world before life, life before man, and respect for others before self-interest: and that no
species, not even our own, can take the fact of having been on this earth for one or two
million years – since, in any case, man’s stay here will one day come to an end – as an
excuse for appropriating the world as if it were a thing and behaving on it with neither
decency nor discretion.106
In the above rhetoric, appropriation is pejorative; it is defined as seizing the world
indiscriminately for man alone. Through Smith’s introduction, I interpret Smith’s Mahagonny as
an alchemical process to replace this form of appropriation. The opera and The Large Glass echo
Levi-Strauss’ grave concern, both artworks resulting from the shock of a world war. In the story
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of the opera, it was not the hurricane but human nature, its inherent myopia, that caused the city
of Mahagonny to end in flames: “We need no hurricane; we need no typhoon; for the horrors it
can bring, that we ourselves can do.”107 Duchamp’s work may deliver the message of human
folly through illegibility and humor but it can also be interpreted as stark. Duchamp pictorialized
human reproduction as a mechanized conquest, thereby negating intimacy. The only note of
vulnerability in the artwork is expressed through violent shattering. Further, Duchamp named
the group of Bachelors, “cemetery of uniforms and liveries,” evoking dead soldiers.108
Smith may have dissolved the message of caution behind obfuscation, behind sound,
behind “explanation,” behind impractical propositions in order to allow the cautionary
message to seep in, to sneak through, as ether, through his film into collective
consciousness.
Smith’s film did not reach a wide audience and is still barely known. Among his
many mixed messages, Smith calls for Mahagonny to be thus appropriated, expanded,
reused, and replayed. His aim to have Mahagonny communicate with a wide audience,
including Zulus and Eskimos, remains. This study concludes with an invitation and
lays necessary groundwork for further exploration of Smith’s Mahagonny as
performance, as sculpture, as a reevaluation of appropriation, and as alchemical ritual.
Smith’s film may operate as a summoning. I end this paper by proposing that Smith’s
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original film screening was an entrance to a fight, still waiting to be waged, and queued
up for audiences as far and wide as possible.
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Figure 1: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still, title card. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 2: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still, scene 1. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 3: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still, scene 1. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 4: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still, scene 2. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 5: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still, scene 3. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 6: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still, scene 4. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 7: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still, scene 4. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 8: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 9: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 10: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 11: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 12: Mahagonny scroll, Getty Research Institute. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 13: Mahagonny charts, Getty Research Institute. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 14: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 15: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 16: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still.

Figure 17: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 18: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 19: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 20: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 21: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 22: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 23: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 24: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 25: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 26: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 27: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 28: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 29: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 30: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 31: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 32: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 33: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 34: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 35: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 36: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 37: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 38: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 39: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 40: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 41: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 42: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.

Figure 43: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 44: Close-up of edge of celluloid film, sprocket holes and optical sound encoding.
Archive.org
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Figure 45: celluloid film From Harry Smith’s Film No. 14 Late Superimpositions. Sprocket holes
at left; optical sound encoding at right. Harry Smith Archives, New York.
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Figure 46: Marcel Duchamp’s The Bride Stripped Bar By Her Bachelors, Even (The Large
Glass), 1915 – 1923. Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia.
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Figure 47: Marcel Duchamp’s The Bride Stripped Bar By Her Bachelors, Even (The Large
Glass), 1915 – 1923. Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia.

Figure 48: original documentation of the Brecht-Weill Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny
opera featuring Neher Projections. Vinyl record insert of opera score, Philips and Columbia,
1956.
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Figure 49: original documentation of the Brecht-Weill Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny
opera featuring Neher Projections. Vinyl record insert of opera score, Philips and Columbia,
1956.

Figure 50: Horizontal Bifurcation of both The Large Glass and the Brecht-Weill Rise and Fall of
the City of Mahagonny opera in comparison. Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia and
vinyl record insert of opera score, Philips and Columbia, 1956. Image compilation by
Author.Image compilation by Author.
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Figure 51: Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles and Philadelphia
Museum of Art.Image compilation by Author.

Figure 52: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 53: Film No 18 Mahagonny film still. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles.
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Figure 54: Harry Smith Drawing, Untitled, N.D., crayon, ink, and graphite on paper, 11 x 8 in.
Jonas Mekas Estate, Anthology Film Archives, New York. This drawing displays Smith’s
interest in light as material and attention on multiple projectors.
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Figure 55: Pathway of “Illuminating Gas” in The Large Glass Key by Jean Suquet, Miror
de la Marié. Paris: Flammerion, 1974. Highlights and outlines by author.
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Figure 56: Harry Smith Mahagonny Painting: Untitled, N.D. 22-3/4 x 14-1/4 in.
Jonas Mekas Estate, New York.

Figure 57: Harry Smith Mahagonny Painting: Untitled, N.D. 22-3/4 x 14-1/4 in. Jonas Mekas
Estate, New York.
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Figure 58: Harry Smith Mahagonny Painting: Untitled, N.D. 22-3/4 x 14-1/4 in. Jonas Mekas
Estate, New York.

Figure 59: The Large Glass Map Key by Jean Suquet, Miror de la Marié. Paris: Flammerion,
1974 and Philadelphia Museum of Art.
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Figure 60: “Boxing Match” featured on The Large Glass Key. Jean Suquet, Miror de la Marié.
Paris: Flammerion, 1974. Outlines by author.
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Figure 61: Marcel Duchamp’s Boxing Match (Combat de Box), 1913, graphite, colored pencils,
and typing ink on ten strips of buff-colored wove paper adhered to brown paper, 16-1/2 x 12-1/4
in. Philadelphia Museum of Art.

Figure 62: close-up of above drawing with red outline as to where the would match would have
intersected with the divide between the two regions, noted by the two no. 14 breaks in the divide,
see detail of Figure 60 at right. Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia.
Outlines by the author.
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Figure 63: Boxing Ring Stage, images from Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny vinyl record
insert of opera score, Philips and Columbia, 1956.
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Figure 64: Dust Breeding, 1920, Gelatin silver print, 9-7/16 x 12 in. Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York. Photograph by Man Ray of Duchamp’s The Large Glass with dust.
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